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Dear Attorney Speidel, NH PUC Commission Staff and fellow stakeholders, 

Personal Note: Due to the constraints of having a small window to prepare stakeholder responses to the 
commission’s staff report, NHPlan did not have the opportunity to review amongst its board and 
members the comments being submitted today.  While I believe the sentiments of this response are in 
the spirit of our group’s charter, they are mine, acting as chairperson for NHPlan.  Whenever “NHPlan” is 
herein referenced within this document, it is a reference to my own thoughts and opinions acting as that 
chair.  They may or may not represent the full consensus of our many members.   
 
The New Hampshire Pipeline Awareness Network was displeased with NH PUC’s report findings 
regarding the investigation into mitigation of high wholesale electric prices.  NHPlan finds, especially as 
it related to the NED project, that many of the report’s claims put too much faith in data and analysis of 
a single, highly biased, ICF report, prepared exclusively for Kinder Morgan.  While that ICF report does 
appear to have met the dockets request for elaborate cost benefit analysis, it also appears to have done 
so with cherry-picked data, highly inflated findings and misrepresented claims.  For instance, it uses an 
abnormally high average city gate price of $23/MMBtu from January 2014 as a reference point rather 
than closer to normal, more recent average city gate price of $17/MMBtu from February of 2015 in its 
calculations.   

The NH PUC report also dismisses many other stakeholder recommendations, along with NHPlan, that 
were in support of gas pipeline alternatives such as LNG, energy efficiency, demand response, and 
distributed generation.  NH PUC is to be applauded for personally engaging and following up with 
NHPLAN and many other stakeholders.  But, many alternative recommendations were virtually ignored 
in the report under the assertion that the cost/benefit analysis component of their input was 
unsatisfactory.  NHPlan is troubled by the implication that recommendations that did not fully cover the 
docket requests are somehow without merit to the final report.  Recommendations that did not fully 



cover the docket’s line of questioning are not inherently substandard.  NHPlan wonders why NH PUC 
also relied so heavily on submitted materials from stakeholders rather than supplementing such claims 
and assertions with more of its own investigative research.  Doing so would have extended the depth of 
overall research amassed within the docket.  It seems that the inadequacies NH PUC staff has assigned 
to certain stakeholder submissions appear only to be matched by inadequacies of discovery in the PUC’s 
own analysis of its docket. 

Regards NH PUC’s report findings, NHPlan could not disagree more strongly with the assertion that the 
Northeast Energy Direct (NED) project would provide the greatest benefit to regional electricity 
customers.  The ICF report prepared for Kinder Morgan, for instance, claims that TGP serves power 
generation for 50% of New England when combined with indirect Algonquin pipeline and other LDC-
supplied deliveries.  Yet, similar material from Spectra, the owner of Algonquin makes the assertion that 
60% of New England’s power generation is covered by its lines and that this percentage increases to 
70% when combined with Iroquois Pipeline interconnects.  The report also highly exaggerates the 
growth in demand for heat load over the next several years and has no basis in historical analysis.  
Without a proper assessment of New England’s demand for gas capacity and the utilization cost of that 
capacity, this report cannot be viewed by NHPlan as credible. 

The ICF report prepared for Kinder Morgan, on which many claims are based, makes wild claims about 
future projections of the number of days on which winter weather demands will exceed gas pipeline 
capacity.  In NHPlan’s original docket submission, the following graph was excerpted from a different ICF 
report, not prepared for Kinder Morgan, in which deficits were allowed to be off by a 50% fudge factor.  
Using conservative profiles of high electric load and gas demand forecast, large power outage 
accommodation, and mean daily temperature averaged over 20 years.  The following were the high and 
low numbers established for deficit days1:     

 

These numbers stand in stark contrast to Kinder Morgan’s ICF report which claims the number of deficit 
days could extend to 63 by 2020 and 113 by 2035. 

 

Without taking this discussion any further into the quagmire of exaggerated claims in the ICF report 
prepared for Kinder Morgan, much of which were dispelled in NHPlan’s original docket submission 

1 Assessment of NE’s NG Pipeline Capacity to satisfy Short and Near-term Electric Generation Needs: Phase II, p. 4, 
http://www.iso-ne.com/static-
assets/documents/2014/11/final_icf_phii_gas_study_report_with_appendices_112014.pdf 
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and/or as follow up responses to NH PUC staff questions, NHPlan wishes to divert attention to a report 
titled, “Solving New England’s Gas Deliverability Problem Using LNG Storage and Market Incentives” 
prepared by SkippingStone, sponsored by CLF, and submitted to the IR 15-124 docket on August, 28th, 
2015.2  The numbers and analysis in the SkippingStone report draw stark contrast to the figures and 
conclusions of the ICF report prepared for Kinder Morgan.  By maximizing its gas use and delivery from 
existing LNG storage infrastructure, the SkippingStone report offers solutions that address supply 
problems in New England for up to 50 deficit days.  This could explain why the ICF report prepared for 
Kinder Morgan may have wanted to demonstrate a deficit day projection in excess of the deficit days 
reported by the SkippingStone report.    

In NHPlan’s estimation, the SkippingStone report provides indisputable evidence that gas pipelines are 
the least cost effective way to provide gas services to New England’s winter supply problem and that 
LNG is the most cost effective and efficient method of doing so.  Based on a cost-of-use methodology, 
the report demonstrates that pipelines are also the most expensive way to resolve winter reliability.  
When the cost of pipeline is measured only against those days in which capacity is actually utilized, 
pipelines become the least economic way to meet demand spikes.   

The Skipping Stone report also asserts that pipeline capacity is only effective where there is year round 
demand.  In the absence of export or other alternative domestic markets, pipelines in New England are 
actually very ineffective, especially since the highest demand day of the year is usually 3 times demand 
of an average day.  Pipeline reservation charges for capacity are about 98% of the overall fees 
negotiated by pipeline companies from their buyers.  It is through these gas transport services that   
providers recover the majority of their costs as well as finance the expansion of new projects.  These 
capacity charges are paid to the transport provider irrespective of whether commodity services are ever 
rendered to the buyer.  The longer pipeline capacity remains unused by its buyer, the greater the cost 
associated with its use when gas is consumed.  SkippingStone calculated that with a year round 
reservation fee of $1.50/Dth capacity cost, one full day’s production of needle spikes during peak 
demand would translate to a usage cost of $547.50/Dth.  For the majority of the year, New England 
pipelines operate at less than 50% of capacity3.   

In New England, proposals for pipeline expansion must be viewed against their cost-of-use alternatives.  
When viewed as a peak-only supply alternative, that is, gas needed on discrete days versus year round, 
there is significant risk to rate payers that a pipeline built today will leave stranded as costs for 
tomorrow.   

2http://www.puc.nh.gov/Electric/Wholesale%20Investigation/Solving%20New%20England's%20Gas%20Deliverabil
ity%20Problem%20Using%20LNG%20Storage%20and%20M.pdf 
3 50% of capacity refers to the load factor on “subscribed” capacity, not the load factor of “physical” capacity.  See 
NHPlan’s original docket submission for more information on existing discrepancies between capacity demands in 
New England which are significantly lower than their physical capacity, suggesting that for demand could be met 
with new contracts and potential upgrades to existing infrastructure.  
http://www.puc.nh.gov/Electric/Wholesale%20Investigation/NHPlan%20Stakeholder%20Comments-Final-
Final%20052915.pdf 
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In contrast, New England has large vaporization capacity and existing LNG import terminals.  Its import 
facilities have become significantly underutilized with the onset of pipeline expansion and domestic 
shale gas supplies.  By 2012, New England was using only a fraction of its LNG capacity.  In the following 
‘13/’14 “polar vortex” winter, an already depressed LNG market also did not properly plan for LNG 
deliveries in advance of winter onset.  ISO-NE had manipulated the gas market by spending 66 million 
dollars of ratepayer funds to buy oil as backup fuel for dual-fuel generators thus dis-incentivizing LNG.  
The effect of having short supplies of LNG was to send gas prices upwards of $70/Dth during peak 
demand. 

A dramatic reduction in spot gas prices ensued from the time of the ‘13/’14 “polar vortex” winter with 
its dis-incentivized LNG market versus the much colder, subsequent winter (‘14/’15) where LNG become 
readily available and utilized.4  Increased utilization of back feed (East to West) gas supply sources from 
LNG readily served peak gas demand when West to East pipeline capacity had been exceeded.  This had 
the effect of reducing spot gas prices in ‘14/’15 by 43%5 despite significantly colder winter temperatures 
as described in the following graphic: 

 

 

The contrast between gas prices of these two winters clearly demonstrates that LNG should continue to 
be our winter reliability solution of choice, the same as it was for New England’s past since 1971 and it 

4 21 bcf  more LNG at Canaport and 20 bcf more LNG at Everett delivered to market over ‘13/’14 winter 
5 See a summary of the 2-winter comparison in NHPlan’s original docket submission. 
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should be for the foreseeable future.  In fact, because New England terminals are well established, their 
expenses are mostly attributable to incremental operating costs like fuel and electricity.  New England 
has had the unique advantage of not having to site significant new LNG infrastructure for a very long 
time.  This avoids full cycle costs that would otherwise have been associated with capital expenses of a 
new terminal plus return on equity, operation and maintenance costs, taxes, etc.  In New England, the 
cost to store, vaporize and transport gas from LNG usually gets bundled into the LNG purchase price by 
the terminal operators of New England.  This tends to make for better coordination and delivery.                                         
 
PUC’s report says staff, “places diminished weight on reliability benefits and greater weight on the 
benefits of price mitigation”6 in evaluating the merits of pipeline expansion proposals.  The dramatic 
change in gas prices between the past two winters clearly demonstrates the price mitigation benefits of 
LNG in the New England gas market.  Pipeline expansions cannot even remotely assert similar benefits 
without the aid of a commission willing to manipulate the market on behalf of gas generators so that 
incentivizes will encourage firm contract commitments.  Without the incentives for EDC’s to help 
generators, LNG shows price benefits on its own accord.  A healthy focus on better LNG infrastructure 
utilization, LNG investment, LNG use as a tool to mitigation gas prices is an undeniably superior 
alternative to pipeline expansion.   

Even with market incentives granted to EDC’s, the Skipping Stone report sponsored by CLF, clearly 
delineates LNG’s benefit as the lowest cost solution for achieving price benefits to the gas-electric 
market.  In his comments at the NH Energy Summit on October 5th, Tony Buxton of the Coalition to 
Lower Energy Costs (CLEC) talked about the value of Natural gas pipeline expansion over the utilization 
of LNG.  Tony estimated that the basis differential required to absorb the production and delivery cost of 
LNG as a commodity was about $4.50/Dth.  He also claims that this basis differential amounts to a $3B 
tax on N.E. consumers.7  While Tony refers to this basis differential as an “inherent cost malfunction”, 
the SkippingStone report points out that the real “cost malfunction” is inherent in how pipeline capacity 
is bought.  Since a daily amount (usually a design day amount) of service is bought for every day of every 
year over a multi-year period, usually 20 years or more, the cost and financing of every pipeline owned 
by the service provider is essentially built into the reservation charges that every firm commitment 
buyer must pay on a continual basis.  When the daily take of a buyer dips significantly below the total 
peak day demand of their contract, the buyer begin to pay exorbitant costs as a function of their 
contract versus their utilization rate.  The larger the accommodation for peak demand, and the more 
underutilized the resource, the more exorbitant the “cost malfunction” of the pipeline capacity 
subscription.   

The SkippingStone report uses an incremental capacity cost (or reservation fee) of $1.50 per Dth/d on a 
year-round basis.8  NHPlan calculates that any pipeline contract with a $1.50 capacity cost that does 

6 P.5, Execute Summary of IR 15-124 NH PUC staff report 
7 NE Energy Summit, Oct.5,2015, comments of Tony Buxton 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9HwLQwfevWw&feature=youtu.be 
8 P. 14, Skipping Stone Report, 
http://www.puc.nh.gov/Electric/Wholesale%20Investigation/Solving%20New%20England's%20Gas%20Deliverabili
ty%20Problem%20Using%20LNG%20Storage%20and%20M.pdf 
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not utilize 100% of its daily take over a period of at least 121 days of its capacity service would have a 
pipeline utilization basis differential exceeding the basis differential between natural gas and the 
production and delivery cost of LNG.9  The pipeline utilization rate, or load factor, that would be 
needed over winter peak days in order to match the $4.50 basis differential of LNG is a number of 
days that far exceeds the average winter peak days in New England.  In fact, the number of days of 
capacity service (121) that covers the LNG basis differential is almost TWO TIMES the maximum 
number of days (63) that the ICF report prepared for Kinder Morgan claims New England would ever 
accrue in excess of its pipeline capacity in the year 2020.  Tony Buxton claims that a $4.50/Dth basis 
differential amounts to a $3B tax on N.E. consumers.  By extrapolation of Tony’s $3B claim, if we apply 
a cost-of-use analysis on covering capacity deficits for a 63 day period in 2020 with nothing but LNG 
fuel, it would amount to a $2.76B savings to rate payers against the cost of natural gas through a new 
pipeline10.  For some perspective, the ICF report prepared for Kinder Morgan estimated a total annual 
average wholesale cost savings from building the NED pipeline that ranged from $2.1B without price 
volatility to $2.8B with high price volatility over a period of 10 years after the NED project was in service.  
Keep in mind that using the $4.50 basis differential of LNG production and delivery over the cost of 
natural gas and applying LNG fuel to cover the 113 capacity deficits days the ICF report prepared for 
Kinder Morgan believes could occur in the year 2035, we would still achieve a cost savings over the 
NED alternative and the use of natural gas through a new pipeline.  In fact, if every year between 2015 
and 2035 were subject to design day weather conditions and no new pipelines were built, the ICF 
report prepared for Kinder Morgan predicts that the number of deficit days could increase to 122.  
This would be exactly 1 day more than would be possible to cover with cost savings using LNG.  
Covering deficits with LNG for just one design day less than the maximum number of possible design 
day weather conditions would essentially produce a break even scenario that would still erase the 
cost of the LNG’s basis differential11.  NHPlan believes the price risks associated with a single day in the 

9 $1.50 per Dth/d * 365 days/year = $547.50/year fixed cost; then $547.50 ÷ 121 days of use = $4.52/Dth/d 
effective cost across the days used, assuming 100% load factor of use across all 121 days 
NOTE: The above formula is being applied against Tony Buxton’s basis differential for LNG of $4.50.  NHPlan chose 
the number from this gas proponent so as to ensure fairness.  The SkippingStone report claims that the $5 year 
average cost of LNG (including terminal profits) is $9.59.  At a $4.50 basis differential, the cost of natural gas would 
need to be averaged over the same 5 years to be $5.09 ($9.59 - $4.50).  With a $1.5 capacity charge added to the 
winter time average pipeline gas price SkippingStone averages over the same period to be $3.60, $5.09 may be a 
reasonable estimate ($3.60 + $1.5 = $5.10).  When the pipeline companies commodity charge of about 1.5% is 
added, average cost of natural gas would go up slight and its basis differential would go down. 
10 547.50 ÷ 121 use days = $4.52/Dth/d is break even on basis differential.  $547.50  ÷ 63 use days = $8.69/Dth/d 
$4.52 is 92% of $8.69, therefore 92% of $3B (“tax on ratepayers) amount to $2.76B ($3B x 92%) savings with LNG. 
It is important to note here that NHPlan is simply parroting Tony Buxton’s comments about a $3B tax but does not 
actually know what unit of measure is ascribed to the claim. (year, 10-year, etc.).  The $2.76B savings is merely as a 
math exercise used to describe the relationship between claims of savings or cost. 
In the Skipping stone report, section 4.2.1 cites a “real world cost comparison” claims that if all New England’s 
LDC’s  subscribed to more LNG rather than a .8 bcf/d increase in new pipeline infrastructure, New England LDC’s 
would save a combined $350M/year.    
11 ICF report prepared for Kinder Morgan, 
http://www.puc.nh.gov/Electric/Wholesale%20Investigation/ICF%20Study%20-
%20Demand%20for%20Natural%20Gas%20Capacity%20and%20Impact%20of%20the%20NED%20Project%20%289
-6-2015%29.PDF 
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year 2035 where the cost of LNG exceeded its basis differential and only because the maximum number 
of design day weather conditions occurred is a pretty safe bet in favor of LNG as a deficit day fuel source 
for New England rate payers.   

The costs, rates and numbers NHPlan used in the above calculations were based upon estimates 
provided by pro-pipeline advocates even though some of them may be exaggerated.  Even with 
potentially inflated numbers, the benefits of LNG over natural gas using cost-of-use analysis, are striking.  
It is important to point out that there are a number of factors that could actually push a benefit analysis 
further in favor on LNG.  

1. While NHPlan’s calculation of the per Dth cost benefit to absorbing the basis differential of LNG 
through 121 full days of LNG usage for supply deficits rather than NG from new pipeline, those 
calculations assume a per day load factor of 100%.  The reality is that the hourly take on a design 
day is often as low as the equivalent of 5 out of 24 hours in a day.  This would render a load 
factor of only 20%.  If all 121 days of capacity deficit exhibited a 20% load factor, the number of 
days that could absorb the basis differential between LNG and NG would now extend to 218 
days of capacity deficit rather than 121.12 
 

2. If the land-locked market for Marcellus shale continues to keep its costs artificially low with 
respect to Henry Hub, municipalities should consider leveraging this domestic resource by 
creating its own LNG production and delivery systems at a fraction of the cost of new gas 
transmission lines.13  This would further advantage the cost basis for LNG domestically and 
would act as a hedge against any dramatic upturn in the world market price of LNG imports, 
which are tied to oil prices. 
 

3. Tony Buxton, in his NH Energy Summit comments on Oct. 5th, 2015 extol led the virtues of 
pipelines because he alleged pipeline companies were incapable of moving prices on the gas 
market since they don’t own the gas they transport for buyers and sellers.  This is not true of 
LNG tankers, according to Tony, who have the capacity to influence prices by offering or 
withdrawing commodity to and from particular markets.  He goes on to say that pipelines should 
provide 100% of capacity requirement in New England in order to avoid such market 
maneuvering and its risk to prices.14   
 
The fact is that such dependencies exist in all supply and demand free market systems.  LNG is 
no exception.  Oil markets have influenced their prices in this way for as long as the U.S. has had 
to struggle for energy independence.  Buyers are always free to plan for and procure LNG with 
advance contracting and scheduled cargos to ensure reliability, just as they would in any other 
industry.  While the current LNG market provides very favorable rates to import buyers, the 

12 A load factor of 20% means the pipeline is not utilized 80% of the day.  80% of 121 is 97 (+ 121 days) = 218 days 
13 This was discussed in detail in NHPlan’s original docket submission 
14 NE Energy Summit, Oct.5,2015, comments of Tony Buxton 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9HwLQwfevWw&feature=youtu.be 
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Winter Reliability program that included support for LNG backup fuel starting in the ‘14/’15 
winter would be a good program to continue indefinitely and should be strengthen as needed to 
encourage better resource planning.   
 

4. The actual costs associated with LNG are very location and market specific.  Basis differentials 
can be widened or narrowed based on a multitude of factors which imply that the opportunity 
to improve the basis differential with better leverage and with better coordination between 
entities used to managing LNG infrastructure very much exists.   
 

5. PUC staff report says that it placed emphasis on price mitigation benefits over reliability benefits 
when reviewing alternatives.  But NED’s excessive 1.3 bcf/d capacity will almost certainly expose 
New England to significant price risks and stranded costs.  Since N.E. will only use some fraction 
of this capacity (even if none of the other planned projects are built), Kinder Morgan will need 
to apply significant pressure on TGP to find new markets that avoid the stranded costs that will 
be embedded in the excess capacity.  As new markets are found, TGP will acquire new 
opportunity to offer gas capacity in new places and accept the highest bidder’s offer.  If NED’s 
excess capacity finds its way into export markets, domestic prices will become subject to the 
pressures of a lucrative world market.  If NED finds new markets for its excess capacity in 
Chicago, Ontario, the mid-Altantic or the Gulf Coast, then low Marcellus shale now sold 
nationally will begin to rise to the higher price alignments of Henry Hub. 
 
The importance of NED to Kinder Morgan is as much about obtaining new interconnects 
(Wright, Dracut, Beverly, etc.) and distribution points (Maritimes) to move gas into new markets 
as it is about gas transport to New England .  TGP will have the ability to deliver into every 
pipeline system serving New England if NED is built.  While this presents lucrative opportunity to 
Kinder Morgan, it will eventually eliminate NED’s promise to New England of providing “low cost 
Marcellus gas from the most prolific shale play in the U.S”. 
 
The SkippingStone report points out that the gas producers evaluate pipeline projects from a 
cost-of-use perspective.  Just like LNG and pipelines, gas production is also a very capital 
intensive market.  As producers look at their costs to support a year round project versus a 
project that has seasonal demand, they will find the latter to be of significant risk as compared 
to most any other option.  Competition for gas from other markets could eventually hurt New 
England’s ability to secure NED capacity for its self.    
 

6. As mentioned, LNG is a very capital intensive business.  The cost per Dth is driven predominantly 
by utilization rates of its facilities.  As the utilization rate of LNG infrastructure increases, it 
means more frequent LNG storage deliveries and continual use of regasification.  This tends to 
draws down the basis differential of LNG significantly.15  Not only will higher load factors for LNG 

15 For instance, a typical large-scale LNG holding tank and ancillary equipment costs about $100M and will hold 
approximately 3 bcf (or 3,000,00 Dt).  To break even, that facility will need about $20M a year in revenue.  If you 
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infrastructure bring its delivery prices down but local gas becomes more reliability in the 
process.  Pipeline capacity also freed up more gas for the secondary market that can now service 
power plants that help regulate spot prices, even during peak demand. 
 
As the SkippingStone report points out, N.E.’s 16.3 bcf of satellite LNG is used to meet needle 
peak demand at only 20% of its total storage capacity.  The combination of existing pipeline and 
LNG infrastructure capacity currently exceeds LDC sendout on the highest peak day by almost 
10%.  Adding only a single .8 bcf/d pipeline project to N.E. combined with existing infrastructure 
for LNG and propane would significantly exceed N.E. demand on highest demand day modeled 
for 2030.  Increasing the load factor on LNG infrastructure utilization in New England is clearly to 
its advantage.  It appears that with significantly better market coordination, load factor 
increases are not only obtainable but necessary in order to avoid all forms of unnecessary cost 
on gas infrastructure. 
 

7. One significant market restriction with respect to New England’s LNG delivery capacity involves 
the requirement that specialized regas tankers with on-board vaporization be utilized at the GDF 
Suez’ Neptune and Excelerate’s Northeast Gateway terminals.  Creating floating vaporization 
facilities at these terminals would enable any type of LNG cargo to land at such facility and could 
significantly bolster LNG service reliability in New England .16  It is important to note that while 
more attention to LNG as a solution to New England’s winter reliability problem makes 
complete sense, the use of the the Northeast Gateway terminal has decrease to a nominal level 
over time.  So, increasing its utilization to provide greater reliability is all upside.  This was 
demonstrated this past year in the ‘14/’15 winter when the Northeast Gateway terminal 
brought its first cargo in several years and delivered approximately 2.4 bcf of winter relief more 
than was available the year before when LNG was not properly planned and gas prices 
fluctuated wildly on the spot market.  The Neptune facility has been idle since 2010 but will be 
eligible for re-licensing in the next few years.  
 

8. While the pipeline industry seems to overlook the high gas price volatility in its own market 
(except when it want to build pipelines), it does make wild assertions about the integrity of LNG 
marketers and the volatility of LNG import prices.  The fact is that New England is likely to enjoy 
comparatively low LNG import prices, both landing and delivery, for the foreseeable future.  Not 
only has the price of LNG on the global market been suppressed by the low price of oil but a glut 
of it exists on cargoes throughout the world.  Also, the worldwide growth of LNG supply is 
actually outpacing demand for the foreseeable future as indicated by the following chart: 

use the facility to meet peak day requirements and only empty is once, the regas cost is about $7/Dt.  If you can 
contract it out to customers so that there is continual use (e.g., refill and drain once a week), then the cost comes 
down to $0.13/Dt.   
16 The variable operating cost of fuel and electricity to heat up LNG in liquid form is very small.  Most of the cost is 
capital investment in the plant itself. 
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Just as the United States, shale plays of enormous resource potential have being discovered 
quite recently in many parts of the world.  Italy’s energy company Eni SpA announced this year 
the discovery of the largest-ever Mediterranean Sea shale play just off the coast of Egypt.17  
Similar shale resources have been found recently in Iran as well.  While the future contribution 
of many new shale plays around the world are speculative in nature, it is not unreasonable to 
assume industrialized countries, such as Poland, will also begin to leverage their gas resources.  
Their direct entrance into the import market or into domestic production that offsets earlier 
need to compete for import commodities can further contribute to lower world prices for 
imported LNG. 
 
The pro-pipeline industry and its advocates  like to cite dwindling gas supplies from Atlantic 
Canada as the source of future gas deficits to New England in the event that new South to North  
pipeline construction is not started.  However, it does appear that it is not the need for more gas 
in New England that is actually driving the loss of contracts from Canada and Canaport but 
rather industries desire to understate the potential for Canadian gas supplies so as to push more 

17 http://news.yahoo.com/eni-says-found-supergiant-natural-gas-field-off-133441315--
finance.html?soc_src=mail&soc_trk=ma 
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gas by industry out of Marcellus shale plays from poorly-regulated Pennsylvania.18 19 
 

9. Incremental pipeline projects in New England are already working toward pending in-service 
dates.  The Atlantic Bridge Project and Spectra’s Algonquin Incremental Market (AIM) Project 
are expected to increase pipeline delivery capacity by around 600 million cubic feet per day by 
winter 2017/18.  When assessing the costs of enormous additional pipeline capacity, these 
incremental projects need to be considered first as the more sensible alternative to unlimited 
and unnecessary growth.   According to one report commissioned by NESCOE, the AIM pipeline 
expansion alone, expected in 2016, can resolve the problem of capacity deficits in New England 
for at least 8 years.20   In NHPlan’s original submission to the docket, a list of pipeline 
infrastructure and development projects were laid out in some detail.  However, the list is not 
exhaustive at itemizing this additional capacity potential from both proposed and in-
construction projects.  The list does not include recent projects developments or capacity from 
mid-Atlantic improvements that potentially free up contract capacity for New England.  If all the 
available capacity from upstream markets, all the physical capacity of existing pipe, all the 
incremental projects and all the proposed export and greenfield projects currently sited for New 
England were to all come to fruition, New Englands 3.7 bcf/d pipeline capacity would grow to 
between 4 and 5 times that number. 

 

In NH PUC’s investigation, it concluded that Access/NE and NED are “two very cost-effective projects 
that will moderate future winter electricity prices”21.  Even TGP is quick to avoid such claims always 
linking the price benefits of their project to “gas and electricity” as though the benefits to both ran in 
lockstep.  NHPlan categorically refutes the claim that in the current gas-electric market, that anyone can 
guarantee electric price reductions as the direct result of pipeline expansion unless the pipeline 
operating company has acquired precedent agreements with gas fired power plants for non-
interruptible firm capacity.  The NED project, in particular, has not done so.  In fact, it is rare that any 
pipeline project signs up generators given market forces in New England and elsewhere that do no 
incentivize generators to sign agreements for firm capacity.  Without these commitments, the gas-
electric market will continue to be subject to the volatility of the secondary market and the exorbitant 
prices demanded by marketers who only hold gas under the speculation that spot prices will continue to 
rise before their gas is released into a peaking market.  NOTE: This market dynamic was summarized in 

18 http://thechronicleherald.ca/business/1210189-shell-hires-drill-ship-for-2015-exploration-off-nova-scotia 

19 http://thechronicleherald.ca/business/1293351-shell-gets-go-ahead-for-shelburne-basin-drilling-project 
20 http://www.iso-ne.com/static-
assets/documents/2014/11/final_icf_phii_gas_study_report_with_appendices_112014.pdf 
21 P.4, Execute Summary of IR 15-124 NH PUC staff report 
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NHPlan’s response the PUC’s follow up questions after the original docket submission and will therefore 
not be further elaborated here22.   

NHPlan cautions that until NH PUC actually deliberates, votes and rules in favor of staff’s 
recommendations to deliberately manipulate the market to leveraged incentives for EDC’s to buy firm 
capacity, commission staff would have no basis to assert that any new pipeline capacity is capable of 
enhancing electric grid reliability in such a way as to bring down prices significantly.   

Gas-fired power plants in New England rely on excess capacity made available through LDC’s that don’t 
need to utilize their firm load.  This works out nicely for the New England electrical market for about 10 
months out of each year.  But, because it is not cost effective for gas generators to sign up for firm fuel 
supplies, their inability to access gas during winter peak results in needle spikes.  Still, this past ‘14/’15 
winter has demonstrated the powerful ability of competitive natural gas-electric markets to respond to 
price signals.  As a result, realized basis differentials this past winter were roughly half of what they were 
in Winter 2013/14 and are expected to reduce even further as existing infrastructure is contracted and 
otherwise made available, predominantly through the LNG market.   ISO-NE’s Pay for-Performance 
capacity market redesign could motivate innovative, market-based solutions to winter reliability through 
financial incentives and penalties that will improve generator performance, including potential 
conversion of additional gas-fired units to dual-fuel capability.  Of course the program could also lead to 
plant closures and bankruptcies for those who cannot remain competitive. 

PUC’s staff report cites TGP’s announcement of “no-notice” services as further evidence that electric 
grid reliability will be enhanced by the NED project.  NHPlan believes this newly announced service is no 
more than the usual reservation and commodity fees of the pipeline industry made “on-demand”.   The 
difference being that generators will pay a substantial premium to the pipeline company for the 
privilege of using line packing or LNG with transport services on a demand basis.  Line packing for “no-
notice” services under peak demand is nothing more than the pipeline company offering unsubscribed 
capacity as an on-demand service.  Ultimately, this is merely a new cost center for the pipeline 
company’s excess capacity.  The pipeline company merely absorbs cost and risk normally associated 
with the secondary market into its own contractual arrangements and will no-doubt provide its delivery 
service at a stiff premium.  Once a pipeline’s capacity achieves full subscription, pipeline companies will 
simply cease to offer “no-notice” services during peak demand.  Lower electrical prices can never be 
guaranteed through peak demand opportunities like “no-notice” contracts that are contingent on 
unsubscribed, excess capacity nor can the reliability of 5000 MW of gas generation for New England be 
guaranteed through such programs. 

Applying cost-of-use formulas already described, NHPlan believes that creating incentives for EDC’s to 
contract for firm capacity on behalf of gas generators is a bad idea.  Doing so will merely increase the 
reservation fees and capacity costs paid to provide additional under-utilized firm capacity to gas 
buyers.  Forcing year round contracts to cover winter peak for gas generators who will strand even 
more costs on pipeline capacity than is utilized and at ever smaller load factors.  This problem is 

22 NHPlan’s responses to NH PUC’s follow up questions, 
http://www.puc.nh.gov/Electric/Wholesale%20Investigation/NHPLAN%20ResponseToNHPUC.pdf 
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further exacerbated by the fact that natural gas power plants used for base load services typically run 
with a load factor of between 46% to 65%.  The skipping stone report estimates that gas at $4/MMBtu, a 
heat rate of 7500 Btu/KWh, and 46% utilization creates a cost of electricity equal to $55/MWh, nearly 
double the price of gas in Spring and early Summer of 2015.  These numbers are made even worse with 
the inclusion of gas-fired “peaker” plants since they operate, optimistically, at about 10% load factor per 
year.  SkippingStone estimates their per-MWh production costs to be nearly $265.00/MWh.   

NHPlan believes the commission should not approve a distribution surcharge on NE electricity 
consumers of 3.3 mills per kWh.  With EDC’s buying firm contracts, the cost of pipelines on electrical 
rate payers would now be unnecessarily spread across an entire year when their reliability and price 
concerns are less than 2 months out of the year.  Reservations fees become a brand new electrical cost 
unnecessarily introduced to rate payers for more than 10 months out of the year where it will serve no 
purpose but to incentivize more new pipeline projects.  If a cost-of-use basis was applied, NHPlan does 
not believe the benefit to cost ratio of the NED project would range from 5.25 to 7.0.  Rather, there 
would be no benefit.  NHPlan believes the electric portion cost of NED cannot be estimated at $400M 
because the very significant cost of use expense for underutilized firm contract has not been factored 
into the calculation.  Market manipulation in favor of EDC support for generators gives natural gas a 
monopoly on electricity generation.  Rate payers would absorb those unnecessary costs and risks while 
better, more cost effective and pre-existing solutions, remained sidelined, underutilized, or artificially 
depressed in the energy marketplace.  When pipeline companies like Kinder Morgan’s TGP get approved 
to build pipelines, under federal regulation, they can earn back nearly twice the cost of their capital 
investment and when commissions like NH PUC approve their in-state precedent agreements, they do 
so at virtually no risk to themselves. 

Given the recent decline in worldwide LNG prices coupled with abundant new LNG import supplies 
coming online, LNG will remain a competitive and reliable gas supply source for New England as far into 
the future as is needed for New England to build a bridge in transition to diversified, decentralized and 
renewable energy infrastructure.  LNG, not natural gas, “IS” New England’s “bridge fuel”.  Even if the ICF 
report prepared for Kinder Morgan could reasonably substantiate its exaggerated claims about peak 
demand deficit days, imported LNG would still be capable of supplying cost-of-use benefits to the gas-
electric market that extend far beyond, almost doubling, the reports estimated deficit days.  LNG in 
whatever form, imported or domestic, when used to resolve winter gas demand requirements is a 
superior solution in lieu of 365-day firm pipeline transport solution.  Effective utilization of existing 
natural gas infrastructure (LNG storage/regasification and pipelines) for the short-term winter peak gas 
demand coupled with LNG infrastructure additions for long-term base-load market growth, is the most 
responsible and economic solution for gas supply reliability in New England23. 

NHPlan would be remiss if it did not at least mention the deleterious socio-economic effects that 
massive new socialized gas-infrastructure costs would place on our society by anchoring the foundations 
of our energy to the past and curtailing necessary advancements toward our green energy future.  How 

23 The Role of Imported LNG in New England and Maritimes Canada, June 16, 2015 at LDC Forum Northeast, 
Boston, MA, Repsol Vice President, Vince Morrissette 
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will it ever be to New England’s advantage that natural gas should have a monopoly on electricity 
generation while ratepayers subsume all its externalities, its risk to society at large and its stranded 
costs supporting greater monopoly power?  In Massachusetts, investments in efficiency (lighting, 
insulation, appliances, heating, windows) have reduced electricity demand by 2% per year for several 
years.  If they can do it, so can New Hampshire.  The lowest cost energy source in the U.S. today is 
onshore wind.  Advances in the manufacture of solar panels are driving costs down rapidly.  Solar PV 
costs should match those of onshore wind by about the end of 2016.  Meanwhile Tesla has released 
revolutionary new advances in battery storage technology in a burgeoning market whose costs are 
dropping precipitously while industrial scale storage options are emerging as a reality.  The future is 
upon us.  Without using fair cost comparisons of the alternatives to rate payers such as a gas-used basis 
for gas infrastructure cost, New England will actually produce its own “energy crisis” rather than solving 
its winter deliverability problem.  

has a collective interest in stopping massive, greenfield, infrastructure overbuild associated with the 
Kinder Morgan/TGP Northeast Energy Direct (NED) pipeline project because it represents the worst 
choice for New Hampshire in terms of energy and infrastructure options.  It is also the least likely 
alternative to result in the mitigation of price volatility and assured reliability in the electric market.  Our 
group looks at all options in the interest of endorsing energy security for New Hampshire.  We believe 
that unnecessary oversupply of natural gas has the ambition of being piped through, not to, New 
Hampshire.  This particular pipeline project would actually come at the expense of energy security and 
at the peril of our domestic economy.   No New England state would pay a higher price for this project’s 
realization than New Hampshire while reaping the fewest benefits from its undertaking.    For this 
reason, we welcome vigorous debate on smarter alternatives and viable options for ensuring price 
stability and supply reliability in our regional market. 

A statement in the Order of Notice for this NH PUC docket claims that “during recent winters, significant 
constraints on natural gas resources have emerged in New England, despite abundant natural gas 
commodity production in the Mid-Atlantic States and elsewhere.”24   It goes on to quote the ISO-NE 
2014 regional plan which states that “These constraints have led to extreme price volatility in gas 
markets in the winter months in our region, which, in turn, have resulted in sharply higher wholesale 
electricity prices.“25 

The following chart was constructed from EIA data and posted on twitter by  Christophe Courchesne, 
Senior Attorney at Conservation Law Foundation.  The chart, and EIA data points from the 
corresponding footnote, reveal much about the state of the gas-electric market.   

24 See NH PUC IR 15-124 EDC Investigation into Potential Approaches to ameliorate Adverse Wholesale Electricity 
Market Conditions in New Hampshire, p. 2, available at: 
http://www.puc.nh.gov/Regulatory/Orders%20of%20Notice/041715onIR15-
124%20Elec%20Distribution%20Utils.PDF 
25 See, e.g., ISO-NE 2014 Regional Plan, at pp. 124-147, available at: http://www.iso-ne.com/system-
planning/system-plans-studies/rsp 
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26 

There is a lack of price volatility in 2015’s gas-electric market despite having to endure record breaking 
cold snaps and average temperatures 26.5 degrees colder when contrasted with milder polar vortex 
winter  temperatures of ‘13/’14.  The wild spot market fluctuations of the prior year are in sharp 
contrast to the normalized prices of this year and seemingly dispute an industry meme about the 
correlation between pipeline constraints and spot prices.  Clearly, pipeline “capacity” is not the only 
factor at play and has likely been overemphasized since we spent almost half as much for power this 
year as we did in the much milder previous year.  In fact, only a small percentage of gas sold on the 
market in the ‘13/’14 polar vortex winter were based on sport market prices, yet there were enormous 
spikes for short periods in certain regions.  While the price to consumers is almost always higher when 
generation resources are forced to procure fuel supplies at the last minute, the complexity of factors 
involved cannot be underestimated. 

Data in the 2014 chart above also demonstrates that price volatility in Boston was mild in 2014 as 
compared to the New York market.  This phenomenon was peculiar in so far as New York is known to 
have taken significant measures to ameliorate its supply constraints and yet still lay victim to enormous 
price spikes. Footnote references associated with the above chart further contrast the 2014 winter to 
2015 by illustrating that a steady influx and resurgences of LNG imports in the 2015 winter season 
appears to have ameliorated much of the market volatility and supply reliability issues endured in the 
2013-2014 winter season27.  Many industry analysts have commented that New England “got lucky” 
with dropping oil prices and with ready suppliers of LNG.  One significant factor that should be noted is 
that ISO-NE excluded LNG in the 2013-2014 Winter Reliability Program thinking that it would send the 
wrong signal to the market regarding the scarcity of natural gas so generators were not incented to 
make deals for this essential storage resource28.  The 2013-2014 electrical market was therefore capped 

26 EIA Natural Gas data, 2014-2015, available at: 
http://www.eia.gov/naturalgas/weekly/archive/2015/01_22/#tabs-supply-1 
27 Deliveries of LNG take edge off regions gas supply, http://www.pressherald.com/2015/02/01/deliveries-of-
liquefied-natural-gas-take-edge-off-regions-supply-gap/  
28 , June 28, 2013, p.7. at: http://www.massplan.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/ISO-NE-letter-to-
FERC-6-2013.pdf 
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in New England by fuel assurance from expensive oil reserves and jet fuel peaker plants servicing peak 
demand on design days.  According to GDF Suez, during ‘13/’14 Winter peak, LNG was $13/MMbtu as 
compared to the highest demanded spot price for piped natural gas which was upwards of $70/MMbtu.  
This resultant demonstrates that ISO-NE is not able to control price spikes from pipeline constraints in 
the market by subsidizing oil at the exclusion of LNG.   

In 2015, better contractual planning in an effort to avoid the mistakes of 2014 and the serendipity of 
lower oil and LNG prices created the reliability necessary to weather one of the coldest winters on 
record in New England without any significant industry-predicted volatility in the electrical market.  This 
resultant was not according to plan and pipeline constraints did not overwhelm market prices.29  
Residents and businesses spent $5.1B on electricity in the polar vortex winter while this past winter, at 
25 degrees colder, was far cheaper, spending only $2.8B on power.  In the absence of price volatility 
during peak Winter demand this year, one could suggest that in the near term, New England electric 
market is not suffering from a baseload issue, as has been suggested by many, but rather from a peaking 
gas supply issue.   

It should also be noted that despite the Winter Reliability Program’s (WRP) inclusion of LNG in its backup 
fuel incentives, the WRP cannot be given credit for this year’s reliability.  Even with favorable LNG 
import prices, $3/Dth secured by the program is not enough incentive for LNG operators to withhold 
LNG from the market, despite market signals and until the ISO calls for it.  LNG providers will likely 
always make more money selling when the market peaks.  Out-of-market reliability must be offered out-
of-market financial incentives which means paying an incentive price higher than the lowest fuel storage 
cost that can be sustained in the market that needs the reliability.  NOTE: If exports become prominent 
for domestic gas market production, this could eventually mean having to adjust incentives to compete 
with world market gas prices.  By incenting LNG providers to buy low off peak domestic LNG under the 
WRP at a fair recovery price and then regulating it at a fair price back into the electric market so that it is 
released in a manner that ensures fuel reliability during winter peak is needed for assurance.  In fact, 
without proper incentives, LNG operators may not even store fuel to sell in New England and may 
choose more lucrative global markets.  On the other hand, it may also be possible that LNG produced at 
Cove Point, Elba Island and in the Gulf of Mexico is heading the worldwide market into a glut of LNG for 
the next several years.  Contracting for these U.S. LNG cargoes through import facilities in New England 
to support peak New England markets is likely a very sensible choice and may be cheaper than having to 
build new liquefiers or new pipeline infrastructure in New England.  Also, ISO-NE should consider buying 
LNG and owning it by themselves in order to ensure reliability since the low global oil prices were 
responsible for providing the “luck” needed to bring LNG to New England this year.  

The spring season of 2015 has demonstrated that LNG has an important role to play in meeting peak 
demand for the 15-30 days out of the year when fuel adequacy is seasonably challenged.  With 
incremental pipeline expansions providing even greater unused, off-peak capacity, this year’s Spring-
through-Fall seasons will represent a significant missed opportunity to convert through liquefaction the 
massive excess of natural gas supply that could have been stored in New England as LNG for future peak 

29 http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/03/01/energy-natgas-newengland-idUSL1N0W125220150301 
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demand.30  LDC’s or the company’s who hold their contracts who contract for specific capacity that is 
only fully utilized during peak demand would benefit financially from  such utilization options.  
Liquefaction of domestic supply would serve as a hedge to diminish inherent price risks associated with 
exposure to the world LNG market.  If LNG providers could be incented to overstock beyond their 
anticipated sell projections then a glut of LNG could saturate the market just in time to address the high 
demand that puts pressure on prices.  LNG suppliers would still compete to sell their saturated supply 
but could receive payback at the end of peak season for oversupply risks associated with energy 
assurance.  This might overburden rate payers during a period of adjustment that would improve 
through trial and error over time. 

The LNG storage market has an incredibly safe track record despite pockets of site opposition.  Were 
there adequate storage via ISO-NE, utilities, or generators (through pay for performance), LNG could 
already be  providing an excellent and reliable fuel backup for gas-fired generation in the next peak 
demand cycle and would be increasingly obtainable from cheap Marcellus shale prices if stored 
domestically.   

Where pipeline expansions are largely designed to meet LDC heat load requirements, LNG provides the 
necessary flexibility to meet the needs of power generation and avoids the need for new pipeline 
capacity.  Massive LNG import infrastructure has gone virtually untapped in recent years and utilization 
has declined precipitously since 200731.  Use of LNG as a peaking fuel is hindered not so much by global 
gas markets but by flawed domestic markets.  According to the NH PUC, the recent declines in fuel oil 
and LNG prices are not expected to be sustainable against price indexes associated with Marcellus-area 
natural gas supply generation.32  But, pipeline infrastructure on the order of magnitude of the NED 
project poses an excessive and expensive solution to the winter peaking delivery issues of the short and 
mid-term.  LNG provides a cost effective alternative to a seasonal problem and avoids out-of-market 
solutions like the ISO-NE Winter ‘13/’14 Oil and Demand Response supplemental procurement program 
which only exacerbated market inefficiencies for which customers inevitably paid.  When there is 
insufficient pipeline capacity, the market value of the pipeline rises to the cost of the alternative fuel for 
the market.  LNG storage provides a reliability cap on both availability and price during winter peak 
demand and, with sufficient fuel assurances, sets a limit on anticipated volatility in the gas-electric 
market.  

There is very little comparison between the cost of fixed assets associated with new pipeline 
transmission infrastructure versus the fixed costs associated with additional LNG storage (even though 
liquefaction adds a significant additional cost to domestic “full-cycle” storage solutions).  While there are 
continuous flow benefits associated with supply from gas transmission infrastructure that cannot be 
matched by finite LNG storage, it is important to reflect upon the original NESCOE challenge that 

30 http://www.nasdaq.com/article/natural-gas-futures-slump-on-modest-withdrawal-expectations-cm461126 
31 Northeast Gas Association, The Role of LNG in the Northeast Natural Gas (and Energy) Market, I0mport Facilities 
in New England, available at: http://www.northeastgas.org/about_lng.php 
32 Comment #6 from comments of the NH PUC to the F.E.R.C on docket’s AD13-7-000 and AD14-8-000, available at: 
http://www.puc.nh.gov/Electric/Wholesale%20Investigation/Wholesale%20Investigation%20Staff%20Letter%20to
%20Interested%20Stakeholders.PDF 
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brought the NEPOOL incremental gas strategy (known as IGER) to the New England region in the first 
place.  The problem to be resolved was and continues to be fuel reliability and price volatility during 
winter peak demand.  Distrigas import facilities have already demonstrated their capacity to handle such 
demand.33  Despite gradually declining LNG terminal imports over several years and despite the fact that 
the market has signaled its preference for excessive pipeline capacity to deliver cheap Marcellus shale, 
the lessons of the polar vortex have not been lost on some LDC’s who have now reversed direction in 
favor for long term LNG import contracts.34 

But, if we instead contrast Kinder Morgan’s NED pipeline proposal against new LNG storage as a 
solution, we must begin by comparing the full pipeline cost; the combined supply and market path 
solution cost of the NED project, at approximately $5.5B against a comparable solution costs associated 
with development of new storage.  To contrast pipeline infrastructure against a contrasting storage 
solution for resolving fuel assurance, we can begin by defining what an average winter peak shortfall 
would be.  In this formulation we select a 6 bcf shortfall which, in New England, would represent 100 
MMcf/d outflows over 60 days.  NOTE: 2-3 LNG cargoes resolved peak demand this year where a tanker 
holding up to 130,000 cm of LNG regasified is about 2.8 bcf.  If a conventional LNG storage tank were 
constructed at its maximum size of 120,000 cubic meters at a fixed cost of approximately $130M, the 
regasified storage of 3 equivalent, conventional, on-shore LNG storage tanks would cost on the order of 
$400M.  This total demonstrates an enormous fixed cost savings of $5.1B from storage in contrast to the 
fixed costs associated with the NED project.  Note that while a maximum-sized conventional storage 
tank could also be constructed in about a year less time than it would take to site and build the NED 
pipeline, new cryogenic tanks, known as C3T’s, actually go up faster than conventional tanks, can hold 
more storage and have less labor costs associated with them. 

If we now look at the variable cost of fuel beyond the fixed costs of infrastructure, the variable cost of 
fuel for 6 bcf of natural gas covering the winter peak shortfall, the following ballpark formulations are 
offered: 

Pipeline fuel costs 
 Dth/d $/Dth Days Annual Cost ($) 
Supply Cost  100,000 $5 60 $30,000,000 
Transport Cost 100,000 $2 365 $73,000,000 
Total    $103,000,000 
     
Annual Delivered Volume (Dth) 6,000,000    
$US/Dt $7    
     
Domestic LNG fuel costs 
 Dth/d $/Dth Days Annual Cost ($) 
Supply Cost 100,000 $5 60 $30,000,000 
Transport Cost 100,000 $0 365  $0 
Liquefaction Cost 100,000 $5 60 $30,857,143 

33 http://www.nescoe.com/uploads/GDF-SUEZ_CommenstonIGER_30May2014.pdf 
34 http://www.lngglobal.com/latest/distrigas-to-fulfill-multiple-lng-contracts-with-gas-utilities-in-new-england-one-agreement-
spans-10-years-of-supply.html 
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Total    $60,857, 143 
     
Imported LNG fuel costs 
Annual Delivered Volume (Dth) 6,000,000 $10  $60,000,000 
 
In the above approximations, LNG imports are added to consideration along with domestic LNG and 
pipelines.  LNG imports come from established facilities where the same fixed construction costs of the 
other two options do not apply.  Therefore, the variable costs are all that need to be considered to 
compare the imported LNG option to the two other formulations.  Note in the chart that liquefaction 
costs are likely to be achievable domestically at prices less than $5/MMbtu but have been estimated 
here at the high end as a buffer.  Also,  LNG prices are currently below the $10/MMbtuprice estimated 
here.    Since LNG prices  they fluctuate up or down on the import market depending on world market 
prices and supply and target destination, a buffer has also been added here.  Now considering the 
following  3 alternatives and their price estimates per MMbtu: 

1. Building new pipeline,  
2. Building domestic full-cycle storage (and assuming liquefaction over 7 low-demand months of 

the year), and  
3. Using contracted LNG on the world market from existing terminals 

The answer to which option resolves variable costs at the lowest price depends upon how often the 
pipeline would be fully utilized by the LDC’s who own firm capacity when there is no excess capacity for 
generators.  If the shortage period is less than 60 days per year then, by this calculation, contracting for 
gas at existing LNG import terminals provides the best variable costs.  If domestic liquefaction can be 
produced at a cheaper price or if world prices for LNG are higher, domestic full-cycle LNG might also 
become the most attractive option for shortages of 60 days per year or less.  Based on the numbers 
however, the shortage period would need to be greater than 151 days for new pipeline infrastructure to 
be demonstrated as the cheapest variable cost solution.  If the number of shortage days fell between 60 
and 151 days, then full-cycle terminals could be the best answer for the New England shortfall. 

In ICF International’s Phase II Final Report on the assessment of New England’s Natural Gas Pipeline 
Capacity Report to Satisfy Short and Near-Term Electric Generation Needs, they assume the electric load 
forecast associated with their gas demand measurements could be off by as much as 50%.  Under these 
very conservative profiles, the high gas demand forecast which assumes a large nuclear and coal-fired 
power outage to be simultaneously combined with high regional natural gas prices and are based on a 
mean daily temperatures averaged over the past 20 years, the number of days meeting supply deficits in 
New England were calculated as follows35: 

35 Assessment of NE’s NG Pipeline Capacity to satisfy Short and Near-term Electric Generation Needs: Phase II, p. 4, 
http://www.iso-ne.com/static-
assets/documents/2014/11/final_icf_phii_gas_study_report_with_appendices_112014.pdf  
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As New England clearly falls within the 60 day shortfall window under all scenarios postulated by this 
study, LNG is given clear preference from the variable cost perspective.  If fixed and variable costs are 
factored together, the preference for LNG over new pipeline becomes overwhelming. 

As world energy markets continue to compete for supremacy, LNG imports are expected to be 
reasonably priced for winter reliability and fuel assurance in much of the foreseeable future.36  “Half of 
the 41 fracking companies drilling for shale oil and gas in the U.S. will be dead or sold by year-end amid 
steep crude price declines, according to Bloomberg reports.37  With world LNG prices tied to the price of 
oil, LNG imports can be expected to provide an adequate bridge to take New Hampshire from its current 
dependence on fossil fuel infrastructure into longer term commitments toward sustainable energy 
alternatives that start with energy efficiency and demand response.  Projected annual saving of 1.5 to 
2.0 percent are achievable in states with a decade or more experience with delivering EE programs.   ICF 
International’s Phase II Report on New England’s natural gas pipeline capacity demonstrates that EE can 
reduce winter peak day gas consumption by as much as 550,000 Dth by 2019/20.38  This is nearly half 
the gas contracted by Liberty Utilities to service New Hampshire cities and towns.  Demand response 
and emerging battery storage can both dramatically reduce fuel assurance requirements with 
downward adjustments to peak demand and design day capacity requirements to which industry sets its 
supply formulas.  Aggressive progress towards PV solar with battery backup for homes and 
municipalities, hydro, off-shore wind, refurbished or small scale nuclear are all becoming viable power 
alternatives and all have price suppression benefits on the wholesale electric market.39  Geothermal and 
air sourced heat pumps can help dramatically with heat load.   

The “renaissance” in which the gas industry claims we are amidst has caused a cessation of virtually all 
industry reference to natural gas as a bridge fuel.  In fact, industry believes we need to build 450,000 
more miles of pipeline – a distance nearly to the moon and back.40  New Hampshire’s own PUC 
commissioner has endorsed a plan to take New England from its current reliability of 56% on this single 
fuel source of natural gas to 87% gas reliability in New England.  The current sitting ISO-NE chairman and 
president has been on record as saying he would be happy with 100% dependence on natural gas.  
These market signals are extremely reckless and are not representative of the diversified energy 

36 Deliveries of liquefied natural gas take edge off region’s supply gap, available at: 
http://www.pressherald.com/2015/02/01/deliveries-of-liquefied-natural-gas-take-edge-off-regions-supply-gap/ 
37 http://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2015/04/23/407716/US-fracking-oil-companies 
38 Assessment of NE NG pipeline capacity to satisfy short and near term electric generation Needs: Phase II, p. 5, 
http://www.iso-ne.com/static-
assets/documents/2014/11/final_icf_phii_gas_study_report_with_appendices_112014.pdf 
39 http://www.clf.org/blog/clean-energy-climate-change/renewable-energy-saves-money/ 
40 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2013-02-04/land-battles-rise-as-u-s-eyes-450-000-miles-of-new-pipe 
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portfolio both ISO-NE long term strategies and New Hampshire’s 10-year energy strategy both say are 
essential to moving our energy economy forward. 

Indeed, the gas industry is now seeking to solidify infrastructure underpinnings for the next major fossil 
fuel paradigm shift and will begin to target world markets that the gas industry has said are essential to 
their longer term viability and profitability.  But, by extrapolation, this also indicates that selling only into 
domestic markets is unsustainable long term for this industry.  Once global pressure is fully applied to 
the domestic market, while essential to the longevity of the gas fuel industry, will have devastating 
effects on the overall domestic economy.  Providers in the gas sector will maintain tight, centralized 
control over energy production and distribution and only a very narrow sector of the U.S. economy will 
reap its profits or its trickle-down economic benefits.   

What is important for our state, region and nation to add to this calculus is the fact that economists 
have demonstrated that each new infrastructure shift in the direction of a new fuel paradigm includes 
an adoption rate that takes at least 30 years of transition before adoption is complete.  In U.S. history 
this same transitions has occurred moving from wood to coal, coal to oil and now oil to gas.  As an 
economy dependent on averting impending climate catastrophe, our infrastructure transition to 
renewable fuel sources is now both economically feasible and economically necessary.  Every dollar 
spent on massive gas infrastructure projects that keeps us dependent on out-of-state fossil fuels takes 
us backward into an old energy economy that will come at the expense of our needed transition into 
new, sustainable energy models.  Natural gas provides little to no benefit in the fight against global 
warming.41  Regarding adverse wholesale electric market prices, efficiency measures and renewable 
energy are known to save rate payers money, thereby stabilizing price volatility.42  Renewable energy 
infrastructure also has the known effect of stabilizing gas prices by reducing demand. 43  It also promotes 
diversified and decentralized control over the energy economy which ultimately promotes local fuel 
sourcing, local energy governance, local jobs and local growth to wide sectors of the economy and 
better energy security provided through grid decentralization. 

Minimizing our new investments in natural gas offsets more dollars toward sustainable infrastructure 
projects.  Leveraging the enormous infrastructure we already have in LNG indeed provides an adequate 
and affordable bridge over to sustainable energy project conversions for New England’s energy future.  
Much of this transition is already mandated by regional and state laws such as RPS , RGGI, the 
Massachusetts Global Warming Solutions Act and through clearly defined long term strategies including 
our own 10-year state energy strategy for New Hampshire44.  While there is barely ever a mention of 
natural gas as a viable “bridge fuel” any longer, LNG indeed represents a most viable “bridge fuel” for 
the New England region.  Storage can lead the way to energy efficiency, renewable energy, alternative 
fuels, a distributed grid and demand response solutions.  New Hampshire’s legal objective of achieving 
25% RPS by 2025 is still in infant stages of development.  It will not be unachievable if a 30 year gas 

41 http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/natural-gas-offers-little-benefit-in-fight-against-global-warming/ 
42 The ISO – and How Renewable Energy Can Save Rate Payers Money, http://www.clf.org/blog/clean-energy-climate-
change/renewable-energy-saves-money/ 
43 http://www.clf.org/blog/clean-energy-climate-change/renewable-energy-saves-money/ 
44 www.nh.gov/oep/energy/programs/documents/energy-strategy.pdf 
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revolution is allowed to take a firm foothold in our economy.  In fact, if the full life cycle cost of fugitive 
methane was factored into the carbon price of natural gas, this emerging market would prove to be 
categorically unsustainable since from a Greenhouse Gas equivalency perspective,  burning gas is only 
marginally better than its predecessors of coal and oil.45  The human cost would be far worse.46 

New England has safely relied upon LNG infrastructure to mitigate winter peak demand since the 1970’s.  
LNG in New England has provided from 25% to over 40% of design day supply during winter peak for 
local gas utilities and has reached as high as 60%.  LNG has supplied about 6% of New England’s total 
annual gas supply, 25% of winter peak in 2010 and 20% of winter peak in 2013.  Supporting this 
infrastructure to service future peak requirements is proven to be cost effective retrospectively.  It 
should not be abandoned in the interest of building infrastructure designed to achieve nominal and 
temporary price gains from cheaper Marcellus shale gas.  Oil and LNG are proving competitive with 
domestic shale gas in the current marketplace.  When and if a significant price gap should occur in the 
future between domestic shale gas prices and LNG imports, there are at least three very significant 
reasons why building new pipeline infrastructure to service this domestic supply is a bad idea: 

1. Encouraging massive gas infrastructure projects that oversupply the region and strand rate 
payer dollars on pipeline development will only encourage an export regime whose costs will be  
socialized and whose profits will be privatized.  Moreover, the sale of gas exports will normalize 
the cost of domestic supply against world markets over time.  This will not only diminish any 
benefits of utilizing our domestic supply for cheaper prices but will create competition over 
domestic resources that come at the expense of regional economies and the benefits they enjoy  
from domestic supply. 

2. If gas infrastructure is overbuilt and becomes subject to exports, the region will not only be in 
competition with the rest of the world for  winter storage for domestic shale and for fuel 
assurances, it will also diminish the viabililty of full-cycle storage as an alternative and leave no 
hedge on the cost of  importing LNG to meet demand.  A scenario in which we are heavily 
importing LNG at the same time that our domestic supply is being exported will also increase 
the overall cost of energy production, significantly increase greenhouse gas emissions and 
subject the global trade markets to highly speculative trading.   

3. Increasing pipeline infrastructure will do nothing to enhance fuel assurance or ameliorate winter 
peak demand if power generators and EDC’s do not sign up for firm transmission contracts.  This 
drawback is further discussed in the following pages. 

A more robust domestic LNG supply can provide fuel assurances, can ameliorate winter peak 
requirements and can mitigate price volatility and fluctuation.  Having two sources for acquiring LNG 
supply, both the traditional use of import facilities and the additional use of larger scale liquefaction and 
storage (known as “full-cycle” storage) would provide an additional hedge on the price paid for LNG and 
would avoid massive pipeline infrastructure projects at a fraction of the cost.  New England already has 

45 http://phys.org/news/2014-05-methane-greenhouse-gas-expert.html 
46 http://www.greenbiz.com/article/governments-social-cost-carbon-could-be-
increased?mkt_tok=3RkMMJWWfF9wsRogva%2FJZKXonjHpfsX87%2B4rXKGxlMI%2F0ER3fOvrPUfGjI4HScdiI%2BSL
DwEYGJlv6SgFSLHEMa5qw7gMXRQ%3D 
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46 customer-owned surface LNG storage tanks providing as much as 16.3 bcf, not including the outlay 
from Distrigas in Everett, MA.  But, unlike the rest of the country, only 50 MMcf/d of this supply has 
liquefaction capacity to take advantage of domestic pricing.  In contrast, the entire U.S.  possesses 96 
LNG storage facilities connected to the pipeline grid, 57 of which have liquefaction capacity.  New 
England is unique from the rest of the U.S. in the sense  that so much of its LNG storage is tied to 
imports, traditionally provided by the Distrigas hub, rather as a dependency on full-cycle storage like the 
rest of the country served by gas 

 

NH Plan questions the ISO-NE claim that “record high electricity prices of the past several winters were 
the result of pipeline constraints driven by insufficient investment in gas infrastructure  to supply the 
increased demand for gas for electricity generation”. 47  One important distinction needs to be made 
between lack of “physical pipeline capacity” versus lack of “available contracted capacity”.  This 
distinction is hidden from most resource reports in which available capacity is assumed to be physical 
capacity.  In the New England region, our pipeline constraints are not due to physical capacity 
constraints.  They are due to contractual constraints.  In ICF International’s “Assessment of New 
England’s Natural Gas Pipeline Capacity to Satisfy Short and Near Term Electric Generation Needs:  
Phase II”, information is provided about natural gas supply capacities in terms of their contracted levels, 
not their physical capacity.  This leads the reader to believe that pipelines are running at capacity and 
that the only viable solution is more pipeline.  In the following diagram, I have taken Exhibit 2-3 from the 
report and overlaid additional observations (in red) that I will proceed to explaini: 

 

47 Comment #4 from comments of the NH PUC to the F.E.R.C on docket’s AD13-7-000 and AD14-8-000, available at: 
http://www.puc.nh.gov/Electric/Wholesale%20Investigation/Wholesale%20Investigation%20Staff%20Letter%20to
%20Interested%20Stakeholders.PDF 
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As can be observed from the numbers, physical pipeline capacity48 is not actually constrained in  New 
England’s natural gas supply nor is it expected to be for the projected future.  Note that on the Iroquois 
Gas Transmission System (IGTS) much of the potential flow to New England is captured upstream by the 
Mid-Atlantic states where demand for gas and its price points tend to be higher.  Note also that the 
variation between subscribed and physical capacity suggests that adjustments made upstream from 
New England could have a profound effect on potential flow to our region.  Spectra’s recent New York-
New Jersey expansion projects, for instance, cause gas flow to be displaced from New England to New 
York on the Iroquois system but also added significant potential for New York-contracted capacity to 
flow to New England anchor shippers in the future.  Expiring contracts in the mid-Atlantic could free up 
as much as 700 Mcf/d by mid-2015 -- upward bounds on such contracts could add as much as 1.5 bcf/d 
to New England’s supply --  with some adjustments to infrastructure at certain points along existing 
lines. 

Additional things to note: 

1. Capacity on the Algonquin Gas Transmission (AGT) system at the top of the chart changes to 
1568 MMcf/d by the end of 2016 because of new online capacity from the Spectra AIM (380 
MMcf) and the TGP CT Expansion (70 MMcf).  Both are expected to come online that year and 
by themselves are predicted to cover based load demand projections for New England for as 
much as 10 years afterward.  It is important to keep in mind that New England’s power 
requirements have dropped on average by 1% every year since 2005 and U.S. Electricity 
Demand has been flat since 2007.49 

2.  LNG peak shaving is provided by 46 customer-owned surface LNG storage tanks in New England 
which could be expanded.  Domestic liquefaction would also allow domestic gas supply to be 
stored locally for peak demand without having to import LNG and as a hedge against 
fluctuations in import prices. 

3. 2015 was the first time Northeast Gateway has supplied East to West flows of gas to New 
England since 2010.  This is a gravely under-utilized facility available to New England to absorb 
peak demand requirements.  Due to under-utilization, the Neptune facility did not renew its 
licenses but is eligible to restart delivery in 2018 if there is demand. 

In addition to removing contractual constraints on existing physical capacity as a means of expanding 
service to New Engand, there are many ongoing incremental gas projects projected to come online for 
New England in the next several years that will expand available supply well beyond New England’s 
current and future demand projections.  The following chart shows some of the current project 
proposals and their potential effect on gas supply to the region (shown in green).  

48 Black & Veatch NESCOE study on “Natural Gas Infratructure and Electric Generation: A Review of Issues Facing 
New England”, p. 8-9, http://www.nescoe.com/uploads/Phase_I_Report_12-17-2012_Final.pdf 
 
49 http://spectrum.ieee.org/energywise/energy/environment/us-electricity-demand-flat-since-
2007/?utm_source=energywise&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=021115  
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In the above chart, a number of things should be noted: 

1. Contract capacity in the range of 3.8 bcf/d is essentially “design day” capacity for peak demand 
in all of New England.  Average daily consumption is dramatically lower than design day 
requirements.  

2. By including only the physical capacity of the existing lines and the incremental capacity of 
existing project proposals, New England’s design day gas capacity more than doubles.  
Additional incremental projects are potentially available, such as on the Constitution pipeline 
that could double its flow of direct Marcellus supply with additional compressors.  Also, the 
Portland Natural Gas Transmission System (PNGTS) expansion is capable of taking supplies from 
the Continent to Coast (C2C) project50 or from the Iroquois South-to-North (SoNo) Project for 
additional regional supply.51 

3. When we compound New England capacity with pipeline infrastructure added by Kinder 
Morgan’s Northeast Energy Direct (NED) project and Spectra’s Access Northeast project, the 
underlying objective to overbuild pipeline capacity through New England becomes quite 
evident.  For this reason, the chart depicts (in red) these projects as export bound capacity.  
While the NED project must be backed by anchor shippers and the Access Northest project by 
reforms likely to include electrical tariffs, both projects will likely contain stranded costs 

50 http://www.nhbr.com/July-12-2013/Natural-gas-pipeline-plans-bring-opportunities  
51 http://energyinterdependencyblog.com/iroquois-south-to-north-project-sono-another-example-of-shale-gas-
production-reversing-historical-gas-flows/  
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associated with their massive size.  Until such time that export contracts become viable for 
consideration in targeted world market destinations, these stranded costs will be the burden of 
rate payers with no domestic benefit.  After export contracts are secured, those stranded costs 
will  then come at further expense to rate payers who will now pay higher prices for gas and 
electricity with the added burden of having to fund export profits at no additional rate payer 
benefit.  Note that in a recent Washington, D.C. meeting, the ISO-NE CEO admitted that the 
point of the N.E. governor’s plan is to “overbuild” gas pipeline.  But as Vermont Governor 
Shumlin pointed out, this overinvestment risk puts “huge stranded costs” on customers for 
decades to come.52 

While much of the above information does not directly correlate to the question of how fuel assurance 
is provided to the wholesale electric market, it is important to dispel the notion that price spikes in the 
wholesale electric market and fuel assurance for generators is somehow tied directly to the issue of 
pipeline constraints.  The commissioner of the NH PUC has advocated for more natural gas to be 
brought to the region in light of the cost of constraints to electric rate payers in New England.  In reality, 
the problem of fuel assurance for the power market is far more complicated and the availability of more 
gas to the region does nothing to resolve fuel reliability during the period in which it matters most 
namely, during winter peak demand.  

New England is more than 50% dependent on natural gas for its power demand and yet power 
generators generally do not contract for firm pipeline capacity since the market structure does not 
provide incentive/signals.  However, in order for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity to be 
granted for new pipeline using traditional certification methods such as those being used to approve the 
NED project, a show of “need” in the form of binding precedent agreements with parties who want 
transportation capacity must be demonstrated.  Firm contractual commitments are generally held over 
20 years by Local Distribution Companies (LDC’s) and must be sized, by regulation, to no more than the 
current design day bracketed by load forecasts.  Moreover, pipeline companies are at high risk if they 
incur unsubscribed capacity because their ROI rates are calculated with the assumption that the pipeline 
is 100% sold.  Generally, there is very little unsubscribed capacity on new or existing pipelines. 

LDC’s who hold firm capacity on transmission lines will generally release it onto the secondary market 
where it is available to generators, except on the coldest days of the year when the combination of heat 
load and power demand are simultaneously peaked.  On these days, LDC’s take all of their subscribed 
capacity for themselves leaving little to no unsubscribed capacity for generators.  As gas demand has 
grown, mostly from new gas-fired generators, pipeline operators have been operating their systems at 
increasingly high utilization rates and have resulted in constrained capacity, irrespective of physical 
capacity.  These constrains make the practice of “just-in-time” gas procurement increasingly more 
challenging.  But, even though the electric market is constrained during this time, utilities and 
generators are still very unlikely to sign up for anything other than interruptible contract services which 
would cease their delivery during peak demand.  Only when  enough resultant price spikes incent 
enough gas-electric buyers to purchase capacity and only if a reprieve in design day conditions frees up 

52 http://www.clf.org/blog/clean-energy-climate-change/governors-infrastructure-plan/  
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an amount of short term supply that can be bought will a marketer be able to obtain and sign for short-
term flow.  The marketer will only risk such contracts if they believe they can capture the spread 
between their contracted price and predictably higher prices on the market in which the contracted gas 
will be resold.  At this point, price escalation resulting from demand over short supply in combination 
with speculative purchasing behavior in search of future gas price rewards commences and price 
volatility ensues.   

New pipelines can only solve the above-mentioned problems if they are allowed to be overbuilt.  As 
mentioned, overbuild usually represents high risk and a reduced return on investment to pipeline 
owners.  And, without the promise of selling capacity to additional subscribers, such as export contracts, 
pipeline companies would be reluctant to leave unsubscribed capacity available in the interim to also 
power generators during peak demand since pipelines want contracts with continuous flow and paid 
subscriptions whether or not the gas is used.  Even if pipeline companies were willing to accept higher 
risk from power market investors, it would be highly irregular and unfair practice to bury such capacity 
costs in the construction of new pipeline where ratepayers would be obligated to pick up the burden of 
investments that are potentially stranded for 8-10 months of the year.  The idea that we would proceed 
with continuous-flow new pipeline construction in the hopes of a small stranded-cost gap between 
physical and subscribed pipe capacity makes little sense.  The temporary fuel assurance this would 
provide to the electric market would only last until LDC’s expand their territory and buy up unsubscribed 
capacity with new contracts.  In this cyclical madness, there would be continuous and endless 
justification for new pipeline whenever subscribed capacity hits physical limits over time or whenever 
physical limits become constrained by oversubscription in upstream markets (as is the current case).  
This persistent squeeze on fuel assurance and gas price stability is the gas industry’s recipe for the 30 
year paradigm shift toward natural gas adoption they desire at the expense of rational and essential 
energy decisions for our future.  

The urgency to resolve such matters have raised testimony such as the following from ISO-NE’s CEO and 
President, Gordon van Welie in the aftermath of the polar vortex winter in New England53: 

The region’s reliance on generation with “just in time” interruptible fuel-delivery arrangements 
has created operational challenges that are escalating rapidly. The region experienced 
significant operational challenges in January and February when a significant number of 
generators were unavailable due to uncertain fuel supplies or storm-related outages. We are 
seeing this more frequently and it is unsustainable. 

The above statement demonstrates the ISO chairman’s clear understanding of the problem.  But for as 
long as the “solution” is to sign new anchor shippers to precedent agreements for heat load, we have 
come no closer to solving the problem.  As long as the “solution” is to draw direct correlations between 
pipeline constraints and electric prices, we will get new infrastructure but  only short-lived solutions, if 
any.  Under the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s traditional regimen for pipeline approvals, new 

53 http://www.nei.org/Issues-Policy/Policy-Resources/Testimony/Testimony-of-Gordon-Van-Welie,-President-and-
CEO,?feed=Testimony 
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pipelines will also begin to experience capacity constraints in the same way as old pipelines and a new 
supply and demand cycle for new pipeline infrastructure will begin all over again 

System regulators, pipeline owners and legislatures in New England are now seeking to modify rules that 
govern electric utilities in each state to allow them to hold capacity on pipelines and to pass these costs 
along to electric rate payers.  Assuming that gas-electric generators are setting the electric market 
clearing price, electric utilities who buy their power each day through ISO-NE at the market clearing 
price would now be able to buy kilowatts at a lower price while simultaneously bearing the cost of 
purchasing the capacity that has lowered their own costs.   

To be clear, contracts of the above nature that are being proposed are currently expected to be 
negotiated between utilities and generators along the “Access Northeast” project of Spectra’s Algonquin 
Transmission System.  The competing Kinder Morgan NED project is expected to utilize the traditional 
model of signing anchor shippers for heat load which will do nothing to solve the root problems of fuel 
assurance in the wholesale electric market.  Because of the electric market design, electric generators 
will not sign up for pipeline capacity under the NED project model.  Generators cannot afford to pay for 
firm capacity because they would be paying for their subscription whether they run or not.  Generators 
cannot bear this level of fixed cost for capacity and still be profitable.     

The question to the NH PUC comes down to a matter of whether it will allow electric utilities, the 
benefactors of potentially lower electric prices, to also recover the cost of fuel assurance they bear on 
behalf of generators who cannot typically sign up individually for capacity, especially in the current 
market where electric utilities and power generators are in the process of being decoupled.  Generators 
would not sign up in a market where new pipeline capacity was available anyway because with the extra 
capacity, if the NH PUC enabled fuel assurance cost recovery, would also cause the market clearing price 
to go down thus cutting into the generator’s profit margin.   

It has yet to be demonstrated whether rule changes will ultimately encourage the market in time to 
address real-time and future fuel assurance requirements.  Non-power customers demonstrate the 
value of fuel assurance to them by securing firm capacity that avoids service interruption potential.  
New reforms must demonstrate similar incentives can exist for utilities on behalf of generators as 
currently exist for LDC’s.  Spectra’s Access/NE project has at least developed partnerships with EDC’s 
and services 60% of all the New England power plants because they reside along the Algonquin market 
path.  In terms of having a chance to resolve fuel assurance in the wholesale electric market, Access/NE 
at least has the potential to provide benefit to the market by virtue of such arrangements assuming 
results of this docket are successful at providing the appropriate signals to the market.  The Kinder 
Morgan NED projects shows no such promise of providing structural solutions to fuel assurance in the 
wholesale electric market nor to gas price volatility during high demand and constrained fuel. 

As pointed out by this NH PUC investigation into this issue, generators have a responsibility to secure 
advance arrangements commensurate with their performance obligations or to fully understand the 
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financial risks of not doing so. 54  Non-performance penalties associated with Pay for Performance 
programs may create market incentives for generators to procure fuel so they are ready for dispatch 
when asked.  But if the proper opportunities do not exist to enable cost recovery or if the fixed costs 
associated with procurement are not matched by favorable opportunities to generate power, many 
power generators may find themselves forced out of business by rigid requirements and inconsistent 
opportunity to generate revenue.  ISO-NE and New Hampshire should ensure that there are comparable 
incentive opportunities provided to sustainable energy markets so gas generation also include long term 
market signals that energy replacement options should also come from competitive and available 
offerings of  renewable energy..  Placing the burden of gas procurement on regulated utilities may be 
more manageable and less burdensome to the competitive power market overall but utilities are 
assumed to require some level of advanced arrangement with producers in order to know in advance 
what generators will be in the bid stack and will need fuel assurances.  This may be very difficult to 
predict and will need to be reactive to changes in the market.  If firm capacity procurement cannot be 
made reasonably predictable in the competitive power market, then again we could see stranded costs 
on the wholesale market and higher wholesale prices related to having to compensate unused 
procurement (assuming guarantees are backed by tariffs on rate payers). 

If it remains infeasible to expect both operators of generation capacity or utilities to invest in firm fuel 
transportation arrangements, then constraints on subscribed capacity and the price volatilities of the 
spot market will continue to plague the gas-electric market.  Recent improvements in intraday 
scheduling may improve market coordination but may also continue to see fixed flow requirements 
forced by gas suppliers.  If utilities are willing to secure short term contracts, they may be forced to 
decide which generators are cycled off and which are forced to run during uneconomic periods in order 
to avoid operational penalties and in order to ensure their availability when called upon by ISO.  If a 
utility happened to shut down a particular generator that was dependent on its gas supply but that 
same generator was then unready to perform later when requested by ISO, who would be responsible 
for paying the non-performance penalty?   Would the utility be disqualified from receiving make-whole 
payments when generators run during uneconomic periods?  Will such manipulations of the market 
artificially raise market prices for electricity and place all the risk of poor planning on the backs of rate 
payers who lack both transparency and involvement in the underlying operational mechanisms? 

Conclusion 

If we are going to continually size pipeline infrastructure to design day capacity as though it were the 
only resource available to the energy market or if we are going to purposely overbuild pipeline 
infrastructure to the region to bolster exports, we should at least acknowledge that in New England, 
design day capacity will always be provisioned to serve a very small number of days out of an entire year 
and that inherent capacity constraints during extreme demand will never be fully resolved in New 

54 See NH PUC IR 15-124 EDC Investigation into Potential Approaches to ameliorate Adverse wholesale Electricity 
Market Coneitions in New Hampshire, available at: 
http://www.puc.nh.gov/Regulatory/Orders%20of%20Notice/041715onIR15-
124%20Elec%20Distribution%20Utils.PDF 
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England by forcing the entire gas and electric market to procure firm contracts.  Heat load obligations 
will always need priority and the closest we will ever get to normalization of Winter peak gas demand is 
with “reasonable”, not “perfect” costs per BTU  for fuel supply from options other than pipelines or from 
fuel sources other than gas.  In the New England market, LNG from existing terminals or from domestic 
storage of cheap Marcellus provides the best hedge against instability in the gas market and its inherent 
price volatility. 

It is also fair to say that for as long as design day capacity or oversupplies of natural gas are allowed to 
enter New England, we will be faced with off-season abundance that will cost additional energy and 
additional gas flow management in order to become better utilized for other purposes, i.e., either to 
flow South to off-peak demand destinations elsewhere, or North, South and East to export terminals 
where domestic shale price advantages will become upwardly normalized by global markets, or to off-
peak liquefaction plants for LNG storage generation and fuel assurance in the following year.  In the 
interest of New England and the entire U.S. economy, ISO’s/RTO’s, government and suppliers need to 
ensure that incentives exists to take care of the domestic market first and should avoid any incentive for 
highly speculative import and export regimes to control and dominate world trade, create economic 
bubbles, promote irresponsible energy use and exacerbated global warming hazards associated with 
exports and fugitive gas that starts at fracked fields and increases  through distribution and onto the 
burn tip.   The further emergence of a 30-year paradigm shift in which gas trade markets are allowed to 
dominate our domestic and worldwide energy regimes becomes the same “game over” James Hansen 
warned of over the proliferation of tar sands oil development only by a different means.  

The efforts of ISO-NE and NH PUC’s participation therein to find the proper market conditions to 
encourage fuel assurance and electric price stability are to be applauded.  NHPlan’s estimation is that 
such efforts should be supplemented by encouraging complementary energy options in the market 
place.  Despite a cursory glance that seemingly connects overcapacity of pipeline infrastructure to fuel 
assurance, the opposite is in fact true.  For very complicated reasons investigated in this stakeholder 
commentary, the “bridge fuel” to New England’s energy independence, energy security and energy 
future is not natural gas but liquid natural gas.  While it is critical to get aspects of the IR15-124 docket 
precisely correct for smooth operation under our current energy paradigm, it is more important to 
ensure it functions with the proper incentives to encourage healthy energy markets for both the short  
and mid-term.  It is even more essential that we not belabor embarking on an  aggressive path toward 
short, mid and long term market reform  starting with efficiency and progressing toward decentralized 
and sustainable energy alternatives.  ISO-NE, NH PUC, federal regulators, law makers and members of 
the power and heat source industries  should work as hard or harder at  getting tariffs and tax subsidies 
properly appropriated for the development of renewable and non-climate crisis producing energy, grid 
stability, conservation and other efficiencies as they are doing to resolve current reliability needs.  Many 
more problems associated with our dangerous and dying fossil fuel production could be ameliorated 
while local and domestic economies were strengthened if we focused more on energy diversity and 
decentralized control over the means of energy production and over the sustainable requirements of 
our long term infrastructure needs. 
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i ICF International’s “Assessment of New England’s Natural Gas Pipeline Capacity to Satisfy Short and Near Term 
Electric Generation Needs:  Phase II”, p. 12, http://www.iso-ne.com/static-
assets/documents/2014/11/final_icf_phii_gas_study_report_with_appendices_112014.pdf 
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